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Abstract. This paper proposes a fast and accurate optimal 

sizing design of 1.5 MW Permanent Magnets Synchronous 

Generator (PMSG) for a grid-connected wind application. A 

design strategy inspired from the output space mapping technique 

is adopted. A fast analytical model is used and detailed to 

determine the parameters and the performances of the PMSG. 

Then, the results are validated by a precise finite element model 

and adjusted iteratively until coherence between the two models 

is obtained. A multi-objective particle swarm optimization 

algorithm is deployed with aim of reducing the total losses and 

weight of the generator. The algorithm's parameters and results 

are given and analyzed. Three optimal machines are chosen and 

tested using a 2D-finite element model. The main design 

parameters of the optimal generators are given and discussed. 

Good efficiency and optimal designs are obtained for the sized 

machines thanks to the adopted design strategy. 

 

Key words. Wind conversion systems, permanent 

magnets synchronous generator, analytical modeling, finite 

element method, optimization. 
 

1. Introduction 

 
The wind energy market has witnessed a remarkable 

expansion throughout the last two decades during which, 

the global installed wind capacity went from 24 GW in 

2001 to 651 GW in 2019 [1]. Onshore large-scale wind 

conversion systems provide 95.4% of this capacity [1]. For 

this particular type of wind installations, permanent 

magnets synchronous generators (PMSG) have been 

established as one of the market’s standards thanks to their 

good efficiency and high power density [2]. PMSG are 

used in both, direct-drive wind turbines (Type D) and 

gearbox-equipped ones (Type E) [3]. For the first type, a 

PMSG comes with an important number of pole pairs and 

thus, substantial dimensions and weight reduce its speed. 

For the second type, the size and the weight of the PMSG 

can be reduced thanks to the gearbox. This component is 

used to match the high speed of the generator with the low 

speed of the wind turbine’s rotor [4]. Nevertheless, it is 

considered to be a vulnerable component and requires 

regular maintenance [5]. This comes with an additional 

cost especially for offshore wind farms. Thus, gearbox-

equipped turbines are mainly used for onshore applications 

offering the opportunity to use lighter and efficient 

generators. However, optimal design of the PMSG is a 

major factor to ensure the competitiveness of such an 

aerogenerator’s topology compared to other technologies. 

This paper proposes an optimal sizing design for a 1,5 

MW permanent magnets synchronous generator for a 

grid-connected wind conversion system (WCS). 

The design of this generator for wind applications has 

been discussed in several papers. In [6], authors propose 

a complex multiphysics sizing model coupled to a 

deterministic algorithm for the design of a 55 kW PMSG 

for a direct-drive aerogenerator with the aim of reducing 

its cost. In [7], a geared PMSG is designed and compared 

to other architectures for a 5 MW wind application with 

the aim of evaluating its annual energy production. In [8], 

authors presented an optimal design for a high voltage 

geared PMSG using an analytical design model 

combined to a genetic algorithm with aim of reducing its 

weight and cost. In [9], a small-scale PMSG is designed 

for direct-drive applications but no optimization was 

carried out. In these papers, all the design procedures 

were either complex and time-consuming to implement 

or conventional analytical methods with no further results 

validation. 

The design strategy adopted in this work is inspired by 

the technique known as “output-space mapping” [10] 

(OSM). This technique is based on two models: a first 

simplified “coarse model” (usually analytical) used to 

calculate the parameters of the PMSG and a second “fine 

model” (usually a numerical finite element model) to 

verify and validate the outcomes of the first one. At each 

verification step, the gap between the parameters 

generated by each model is quantified with a coefficient. 

Then, this coefficient is used to adjust the results 

generated by the coarse model. This procedure is iterative 

until coherence between the two models is reached. 

Using the coarse model to calculate the parameters 

allows a fast calculation phase with minimum resources 

while the validation with the fine model ensures the 

precision of the obtained results. Thus, a fast and precise 

optimal sizing design can be reached.  

In addition, to ensure high-fidelity results, a performant 

metaheuristic optimization algorithm [11] is chosen to 

calculate the optimal parameters of the PMSG. 
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A multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) 

[12] is set up with the aim of reducing the total losses and 

the weight of the PMSG. 

The design specifications are given in the following 

section. In section 3, the coarse analytical model is 

detailed and the magnetic submodel is validated using the 

numerical finite element method (fine model) of the 

PMSG. Finally, in section 4, the settings of the algorithm 

are detailed and the design results are given and analyzed. 

 

2. Design specifications 
 

A surface-mounted PMSG with distributed windings is 

considered in this work. 

The machine is designed for the WindPACT Baseline 1.5 

MW wind turbine [13]. This particular aerogenerator 

serves as a reference design in the context of the project 

“Wind Partnerships for Advanced Component 

Technology: WindPACT Advanced Wind Turbine 

Drivetrain Designs” [14]. This project, funded by the U.S. 

Department of Energy, introduced a set of wind turbines 

with the aim of reducing their overall cost and enhance 

their efficiency. Thus, the WindPACT Baseline 1.5 MW 

seems a good choice. 

The PMSG should be designed according to geometric 

specifications. To fit in the nacelle of the adopted 

reference wind turbine, the machine should not exceed a 

maximum stator external radius Rexts-max and axial active 

length La. The turbine’s rotor has a rated speed of 20.5 rpm 

with a gearbox ratio of 87.96 [13], thus the rated speed of 

the PMSG Ωb and its rated power Pb should be coherent 

with these parameters. Furthermore, as previously 

mentioned in section 1, a gearbox-equipped wind turbine 

comes with a smaller generator due to the fewer pole pairs 

p it requires. Thus, regarding the rated speed of the wind 

turbine and the gearbox ratio, 6 pole pairs are considered. 

Another crucial factor in the design of such generators is 

the number of the stator slots Nss. This parameter can be 

calculated as in (1) where q is the number of phases (3 in 

our case) and nspq is the number of slots per pole and per 

phase. 

 

2ss spqN n p q=                        (1) 

 

The operating of the adopted PMSG depends directly on 

the choice of the parameter nspq [15]. In fact, a low nspq 

requires less stator windings and thus, ensures fewer 

copper losses. However, a higher nspq will result in a better 

FEM’s waveform and so will minimize torque ripples. As 

a result, this parameter should be chosen carefully.  

In this work, minimizing the total losses is one of the 

design criteria and it will be handled by the optimization 

algorithm. Thus, the choice of the number of slots per 

phase and per pole should result in better waveforms. It 

was proven in [15] that an integer nspq reduced the torque 

ripples of the generator. Besides, authors in [16] found that 

a value of 4 or 5 for nspq resulted in good waveforms for a 

2 MW PMSG. Hence, in this work, the total number of 

stator slots Nss is specified for 4 slots per phase and per 

pole.  

Finally, two more electromagnetic design specifications 

are added, namely the maximum flux density of 

ferromagnetic materials Bfer and the maximum phase 

voltage vabc. The last one is derived from an advanced 

electromagnetic model developed in a previous work 

[17]. The design specifications discussed in this section 

are summarized in Table I. 

 
Table I. – The PMSG’s design specifications  

 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Rated power Pb 1.5 MW 

Rated speed Ωb 1800 rpm 

Maximum phase voltage vabc 3000 V 

Maximum flux density Bmax 1.5 T 

Axial active length La 250 mm 

Maximum Stator external radius Rexts-max 2000 mm 

Number of pole pairs p 6 (-) 

Number of stator slots Nss 144 (-) 
 

3. Multiphysics model 
 

As previously mentioned, first, an analytical coarse 

model is implemented. Then, it is validated using an 

accurate fine model. This latter one is a precise numerical 

model developed thanks to the finite element method 

using the Ansys Maxwell 2D/3D software [18]. This 

software tool is capable of solving transient and 

electromagnetic problems with accuracy thus, it is 

adopted.  

The numerical model of the PMSG is also implemented 

using the design specifications given in Table Ⅰ. 

The coarse model is used to determine the necessary 

performances and electromagnetic parameters to simulate 

the transient behavior of the generator. Thus, it has been 

divided into two submodels namely, a magnetic 

submodel and an electric one. 

 

A. Magnetic submodel 

 

The purpose of this submodel is to reflect the magnetic 

behavior of the generator. In this work, it is used 

specifically to determine the no-load per phase flux 

linkage φv and the flux density of the PMSG. 

A reluctant network is necessary to calculate these 

parameters. The outcomes of this submodel are tested 

and validated through the numerical model before 

launching the optimization thus, some simplifying 

assumptions can be made to accelerate the modeling 

procedure. Therefore, a linear behavior of the 

inductances is assumed and no flux leakage components 

are considered. First, the distribution of the magnetic 

field lines is determined using the finite element model as 

given by Fig.1. Then, based on this distribution, a 

reluctant network is implemented as shown by Fig.2 with 

Rcr and Rcs the reluctances of the rotor and the stator 

yokes, respectively, RPM the reluctances of the permanent 

magnets (PM), Ra the reluctance of the air gap and εe the 

magnetomotive force generated by the permanent 

magnets. 
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Fig. 1.  Distribution of the magnetic field lines 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  The implemented reluctant network (RN) 

 

M19 steel is used for the stator and rotor yoke and 

lamination. The relative permeability of this material can 

reach 500 H/m for a flux density of 1.6 T [19]. Thus, the 

reluctances Rcr and Rcs can be neglected. In addition, by 

observing Fig. 2, an axial symmetry can be noted. Thus, by 

application of the Thevenin Theorem, a simplified 

equivalent circuit of the reluctant network (Fig. 3) is used 

to calculate the no-load per phase flux linkage. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Equivalent circuit of the simplified reluctances network 

 

The flux linkage φv as well as the different reluctances are 

calculated as follows: 
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With μ0 the permeability, la the air gap length over a pole 

pitch, ea the air gap thickness, ePM the PM thickness, SPM 

the PM surface and μr the relative permeability of the 

NdFeB (Neodymium) used for the PM. 

Before using these equations to calculate the optimized 

parameters of the PMSG, the fine numerical model is 

used to validate it.  The waveforms of the no-load flux 

linkage obtained by the finite element model (FE) and the 

reluctant network (RN) are given by Fig.4. As it can be 

observed, a sufficient similarity is obtained between the 

curves. Thus, the magnetic submodel is accurate enough 

to be used in the algorithm. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Flux linkage evolution versus the angular position 

 
B. Electric submodel 

 
In this subsection, the analytical equations of the PMSG 

are used to calculate its electromagnetic parameters and 

performances. 

These parameters are calculated at a specific operating 

point where the electromagnetic torque, the phase 

voltages and currents are maximum. This point should 

reflect the rated operating of the PMSG. Thus, it is 

chosen. 

The considered PMSG is a non-salient pole machine. 

Therefore, no cogging torque is considered. The 

electromagnetic torque Tem is then expressed as a 

function of the flux linkage φv as in (6) with, Js the 

current density and Scu the copper section per winding. 

 

3em v s cuT p J S=                       (6) 

 

For distributed windings, which is the case, the copper 

section Scu can be calculated as given in (7) with, tf the 

ratio of the iron compared to the copper at the winding, 

Rss the stator slots radius and Rints the stator internal 

radius. 

 
2 2

int(1 )( )

6

f ss s

cu

spq

t R R
S

p n

 − −
=              (7) 

 

Using both equations, (6) and (7), the current density Js is 

calculated. Then, its quadratic and direct components Jq 

and Jd are used to calculate the output DC-bus voltage of 

the generator vdc. Now, it should be noted that for a non-
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salient pole machine, the permeances of both axis Ƥd and 

Ƥq are equal and thus, vdc can be expressed as in (8) 

 

2

1

2

1

1

( 3 )

( )

s q cu d v

DC

s d cu q

b d cu

r J S J x
v n

r J S J x
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x S

  +  + 
= 

+   − 

=   

     (8) 

 

The number of turns per coil n can be expressed as in (9) 

with, Kb the winding factor. As for rs, it is defined to 

model the Joule losses at the stator windings. It is 

expressed as in (10) with, ρcu the copper resistivity and 

kremp the copper filling ratio at the stator windings. 
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Finally, as mentioned in section 1, minimizing the total 

losses of the machine is one of the optimization objectives. 

The total losses are the sum of the Joule losses Pj, the 

aerodynamic losses Paero and the iron losses Pf. The output 

power Pout can be expressed as in (11) and the efficiency at 

rated operating η is expressed as in (12). 

 

out b j aero fP P P P P= − + +              (11) 

b

out

P

P
 =                          (12) 

 

4. Optimization  
 

The metaheuristic algorithm “particle swarm optimization” 

is adopted in this work. To understand its working 

mechanism, let i be a particle effecting a movement in the 

state space t. This particle is characterized by a position 

vector and a velocity vector. When moving, i keeps in 

memory its best personal experience over the state space. 

The particle i moves in a group of particles. The group’s 

best experience is also kept in memory as a global best. 

The search is then guided by these two parameters, the 

personal experience of the particle i and the global 

experience of the group. These movements are iterative 

until reaching the global optimum of the search space. 

Thus, the risk of converging to a local sub-optimum is 

extremely minimized. 

 

A. Optimization variables 

 

The aim of this optimization is to reduce the total weight 

mt and the losses Pt of the PMSG. In this work, the weight 

of the generator is the sum of the weight of the steel ms, 

the copper used for the windings mcu and the total weight 

of the permanent magnets mPM. 

The geometric optimization parameters are summarized in 

Table II. 

Table II. – The PMSG’s design specifications  

 

Parameters Symbol 

Magnet thickness ePM 

Air gap thickness ea 

Stator slots length lss 

Stator slot height  hss 

Shaft radius  Rsh 

Rotor external radius  Rextr 

Number of turns per coil n 

 

The adopted multi-objective particle swarm optimization 

[20] is set to stop after 400 generations. At each 

generation, 100 iterations are performed. At each 

iteration, the calculated parameters are verified according 

to the design criteria. 

 

B. Optimization criteria 

 

Two types of optimization criteria are adopted. The first 

one is a global criterion imposed by the design 

specifications given in Table Ⅰ. namely, the maximum 

stator external radius Rexts-max. In addition, five local 

criteria are imposed as follows: 

• The current density Js should not exceed a maximum 

value Jmax. This value is calculated using equation 

(6) for a maximum electromagnetic torque Tem-max of 

-7942 N.m calculated for the rated power Pb at the 

rated speed Ωb.  

• The DC-bus voltage generated by the machine 

should not exceed a maximum DC-bus voltage of 

800 V [21]. 

• Three criteria are added concerning the maximum 

flux density of the PMSG. The flux density at the 

stator yoke Bsy, at the rotor yoke Bry and at the stator 

slots Bss should not exceed the maximum value Bmax. 

 

Finally, a mathematical formulation of the considered 

optimization problem can be given as in (13). 
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C. Optimization results 

 

The results generated by the algorithm are based on the 

coarse model. To ensure the precision, the optimal 

machines are then tested using the fine 2-D finite element 

model.  
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Following the mechanism of the adopted optimization 

technique, after each verification, an adjustment 

coefficient is calculated. Then, it is introduced into the 

coarse model until adequacy is achieved between the 

results generated by both models.  

The optimized machines should have a torque that is 

equivalent to the maximum rated one, Tem-max. Therefore, 

the adjustment coefficient is calculated to quantify the 

difference between the two values. Based on equation (6), 

the torque’s analytical model is a function of the no-load 

flux per phase φv and of the current density Js. The no-load 

flux is already validated by the fine element as proven by 

Fig. 4. Thus, the adjustment coefficient is applied to the 

current density. 

The first execution of the algorithm resulted in 100 

machines. The verification carried out using Ansys 

maxwell, showed a torque that varies between -1500 N.m 

and -6000 N.m. The adjustment coefficient is calculated 

for the lowest torque obtained and the algorithm is re-

executed iteratively, after rectification.  

The adequacy between the coarse model and the fine 

model is obtained after three iterations. The Pareto Front 

for 100 optimal designs is given by Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Pareto front total losses versus total weight 

 
All the points given by Fig. 5 are solutions for the 

considered optimization problem described by (13). The 

Utopia point is chosen as the machine A with the best 

compromise between losses and weight. Machine A 

presents the best solution. However, two more machines 

are also chosen namely, machine B with the minimum 

weight and machine C with the lowest losses. The main 

design parameters of the chosen machines are summarized 

in Table III.  

 
Table III. – The PMSG’s design specifications  

 

Parameters A B C 

Stator external radius (mm) 1728.9 1725.3 1731.4 

Rotor external radius (mm) 1161.6 1172.7 1161.6 

PM thickness (mm) 13.6 13.6 13.6 

Number of turns per coil 2 2 2 

Stator yoke thickness (mm) 2,7 2,6 5,4 

Air gap thickness (mm) 1 1 1 

Torque (N.m) -8008 -8196 -7995 

Rated efficiency (%) 95.93 95.9 95.95 

Total weight (kg) 11102 11059 11232 

Total losses (kW) 61 61.4 60.7 
 

For machine A, the no-load flux linkage is given by Fig. 6. 

As it can be seen, similar waveforms and maximum value 

obtained with electromagnetic submodel are also 

obtained with finite element model of machine A. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Flux linkage evolution – machine A 

 

The electromagnetic torque, the phase currents and the 

induced phase voltages are given by Figures 7, 8 and 9, 

respectively. As it can be noticed, the torque is at its 

optimal value Tem-max with minimum ripples and smooth 

waveforms are obtained for the windings current and the 

induced voltages with respect to the specified maximum 

values.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  Electromagnetic torque – machine A 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Windings currents per phase – machine A 

 

 
Fig. 9.  Induced voltage per phase – machine A 

 

In terms of comparison, two direct-drive permanent 

magnet synchronous generators were designed in [21] for 

the WindPact Baseline 1.5 MW wind turbine. The first 

one is a spoked arm-Type PMSG with a total weight of 

27920 kg and an efficiency of 93%. The second one is a 
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Disc-Arm-Type PMSG with a total weight of 30630 kg 

and an efficiency of 93.19%. In this work the designed 

generator comes with a total weight of around 11000 kg.  

Although this is quite normal for a gearbox-equipped 

PMSG to be lighter, a better efficiency of 96% is obtained 

in this work compared to the results published in [21] 

where an efficiency of 93% is obtained. 

This shows the performances of the adopted optimization 

technique to conduct the optimal sizing design of the 1.5 

MW PMSG. 

 

5. Conclusion  
 

In this paper, an optimal sizing design of a 1.5 MW 

Permanent Magnets Synchronous Generator (PMSG) is 

conducted. The PMSG is designed to operate for the 

WindPact Baseline 1.5 MW reference wind turbine. To 

avoid complex multiphysics models and time-consuming 

finite element sizing, a strategy inspired from the output 

spacing mapping technique is adopted. First, the machine 

is modeled using a fast analytical model. A reluctant 

network is developed and a set of analytical equations are 

implemented to calculate the PMSG’s parameters. Then, a 

finite element model is used to validate the results. The 

validation procedure is iterative until results generated by 

both models are similar. Thus, precision is ensured while 

using a fast and simple analytical sizing model. The 

optimization is carried out with the aim of reducing the 

total losses and weight of the generator. A powerful 

metaheuristic particle swarm optimization is adopted to 

ensure that a global optimal is found. The Pareto front is 

then plotted and three machines are chosen namely, the 

one with the best compromise between losses and weight, 

the machine with the lowest losses and the machine with 

the minimum weight. The main design parameters and 

performances are given for the three machines.  

Finite element validation results show a good efficiency 

and smooth waveforms for the optimally designed 

machines. 
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